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Remedial courses are filled each
semester by the two-thirds of incoming freshmen who do not pass
San Jose State University’s entrylevel exams and are rendered unprepared for college-level course
work in mathematics or English.
Statistics from the California
State Um% ersity Web site show
that out of the 2,2g4 first-time
freshmen entering SJSU in fall
2004. almost 900 needed math
remediation. Approximately 1,270
of those students also required
English remediation equating to
more than halt of the entire class.
Despite those staggering numbers, SJSU is seeing a constant
drop in enrollment levels for remedial math courses among first-time
I reshmen. The need for English re mediation, him ever. is going in the
other direction. steadily increasing
since the late 1490s. CSC statistics
shins.
"We are showing a decrease
in the need of remedial math and
an increase in the need for remechain in in vs riting." said Robert
Cooper. associate vice president
of undergraduate studies. "We are
getting students who are better prepared in math."
’Flo. problem is not unique or
new Ii 5151’. In fact. the CSU Web
sae slums figures front universities throughout the system that are
reporting higher rates of remedial
needs among the freshmen class.
To curb this problem. the CSU
developed the Early Assessment
Prograni that tests II th-grade student’s proficiency for college level
work in math and English. By taking the exam, high school students
can leant if they are eligible to
take general education math and
English. The exams are voluntary
and do not affect the test -takers
grades. At the beginning of their
senior year. test -takers will he informed about their performance on
the EAP and can then gauge how
to prepare for college for the next

year. Cooper said the early feedback is an important contribution
with this approach.
Students who score well enough
on the EAP exams are exempt from
taking the Entry Level Mathematics
Exam and the English Placement
Test. Conditional exemption and
nonexemption categories are also
given to students as possible scoring for the math exam.
Those who do not pass the
EAP exams then have a year to
strengthen their skills and are still
required to take the ELM and the
EPT tests upon applying for a state
university.
Special projects coordinator
Tom Reisz said the program is
available to all II high school districts in Santa Clara County. Reisz
serves as the official EAP coordinator for SJSU.
"From the first year of Early
Assessment, 55 percent of juniors
statewide who took the exam
achieved either a conditional exemption or a full exemption."
Reis, said. "Those who achieved a
full exemption were a much smaller category, but they don’t have to
take the ELM or take math in their
senior year."
CSU
representative JoAnn
Aguirre said the Early Assessment
Program was created by the university system, the California
Department of Education and the
State Board of Education in the
late 1990s, when they began to
first detect an increase in remedialion needs.
Aguirre said the overall goal in
the program was to have students
who enter as freshmen ready to enroll in college level course work.
By 2007. the CSU wants the
EAP to has’.’ reduced remediation
needs down to 10 percent of all
incoming freshmen. The university system eventually wants the
program to eliminate the need for
remediation altogether.
With only one year in participating high schools, the program
is still in its infancy. The EAP was
first piloted to hundreds of high
schools throughout the state in
2010 before being implemented.

Bookstore
undergoes
overhaul
By Marsea Nelson
Daily Stuff Writer

Brian (’onnellti /
Staff
David Rosa, volunteer assistant manager of the
Friends Bookstore inside the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Joint Library, re shelves books that are available
for purchase. The bookstore has recently changed
owners and now offers extended business hours,
Including remaining open during the summer.

Hundreds of people enter the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library every day. Few however. go
into the Friends Bookstore, located inside the library
on the campus -side entrance.
The bookstore sells public library discards and
donations, as well as remainders from other himk
stores.
The old San Joke public library housed the Friends
Bookstore, which is run by Friends of the Library. an
organization that raises funds for the library. When
the King Library was designed. it was decided to
include a place for the Friends Bookstore. said Lisa
Rosenblum, supers ising librarian for the public library.
Part 4)1 the proceeds from the bookstore go to the
um% ersity, and the other part goes toward public use
program. sus h as the summer reading program for
hildren.
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Many campus employees and their children took advantage of the events and activities that took
place during Thursday’s Take Your Kids to Work Day. After meeting with the mounted campus police,
the children had their choice of activities in the Event Center, including climbing the rock wall, playing
basketball and taking martial arts classes.

Speaker shares HIV stories
Publisher recollects partner’s death
By Angela Forte
Daily Stuff Writer

Mark (jihad. publisher of Out
Now Magazine, spoke about his
personal experiences with HIS’
on Thursday in the Almaden room
of the Student Union at San Jose
State University
The SJSU HIV and AIDS
Committee, an organization that
educates students, faculty and
staff members about HIV and
AIDS. sponsored the event.
Gillard. a graduate of UCSanta
Cruz in psychology, said he began
working at Out Now in 1992 and
bought the publication in 1998,
transforming it from a newsprint

tabloid to a more sophisticated
magazine.
Gillard did not focus on his career Thursday, however, but told
his stories of losing his partner
and friends to HIV and of his own
diagnosis.
Prior to his diagnosis in 1997,
Gillard said he lost his panner,
Archie. to HIV, shortly after the
married.
Gillard said the two of them
moved to Hawaii for quieter surroundings, knowing that Archie
only had two years to live.
"Archie’s First hospitalization
occurred four days after we arrived to Hawaii." Gillard said.
"Another five day s went by until
his next hospitalization and then
he died"

Gillard said witnessing the
love of hes life’s death was extremely painful
"Ev ery one has a level of dignity that you want them to keep,"
Gillard said.
Gillard said his partner’s death
still haunts him to this day. including the time the doctor’s tried to
re% ive Archie with paddles and
his chest hair caught on tire.
Collard said he also helped
his two close friends. Scott and
Mark. with their HIV symptoms.
hut they succumbed to the illness
as well
"By that time. I had lost over
100 Mends to HIV and AIDS,"
Gillard said

S.. AIDS, page 4

Political science students meet
with lawmakers in Sacramento
By Traci Newell
Daily Stuff Writer

Thirty-five political science
students visited the California
State Capitol in Sacramento on
Wednesday.
The trip, hosted by the political science department, included
INOstings with legislators, lobbying, media representatives and
San Jose State University student interns.
"It’s Cliff’s Notes state

polities in one day." said political science Professor Terry
Christensen.
In the morning, the students
were given the opportunity to
walk on the floor of the State
Senate and the floor of the
Assembly, an opportunity that
SJSU political science students
have not had during previous
tours.
"The access they gave you
to the State Senate floor and the
Assembly floor really provided
us with a view that most people

that visit the Capitol don’t get,"
said Steve Okamura. an Open
University- student
The students also got to speak
with people who work on the
Senate and Assembly floors.
"I got a lot of insight on what
their job entails." Okamuni said.
"I got a better understanding
of how the legislation process
works." said Jennifer Ortiz, a
junior majoring in child development.
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VIEW FROM THE EAST

No innocents in international blame game
manity are excusable.
cupied by Japan in 1905.
They aren’t.
Martial law does not sound like fun. Old Taiwanese
And Japan isn’t the only country to blame.
people reminisce about the "good old days" when the
Let’s look at the Australian. American and British
streets were safe because thieves who got caught lost
troops the victorious Allied forces of World
their hands.
War II.
Ouch.
While they were stationed in Japan
Guess that beats losing your head, but
during the occupation, the Japanese govnot by much.
ernment was ordered to provide women
And let’s not forget the comfort wom44,
to the Allied troops.
en system. Japan, in its expansionist goals
Thousands of impoverished Japanese
for the Greater East Asia Coprosperity
women, grateful and starving, were
Sphere, organized military prostitution.
tricked when they applied to be typists
Women from all over Asia. including
or telephone operators at U.S. military
Taiwan. China. Korea, the Dutch East
bases.
Indies and Japan were forced to "serve"
the military servicemen.
Instead working as they expected,
LING-MEI WONG
they were raped.
Between 100.000 to 200,000 women
suffered sexual violence from the 1930s
This was while the American military
was supposed to be liberating the Japanese.
until the end of World War II in 1945.
Gee, that’s an awful lot of countries mad at Japan.
It sure sounds like the Abu Ghraib prison scandal.
Abusing people while occupying their country ...
Now let’s see what happens if all those countries
organized protests against Japan.
deja vu.
This is not to say that Japan’s crimes against huAnd before anyone forgets. two atomic bombs

Let’s play a game.
Let’s point fingers and hold grudges against other
countries.
Now keep doing this for decades.
The protests by China against Japan are recent examples.
This is not to say the Japanese didn’t deserve the
disapproval of the Chinese.
The Rape of Nanking in 1937 embodied inhumanity at a horrific scale.
The Japanese Imperial Army committed mass rape
and murder against Chinese civilians.
Estimates of the casualties vary widely, depending
on whom you ask.
The Japanese version places the death toll at
40,000 to 50.000. while the Chinese version has the
toll at 300,000.
With no careful documentation of casualties.
there’s no way of knowing the truth.
Let’s look at other countries with grudges against
Japan.
Taiwan was colonized from 1895 to 1945. It was
the first Japanese colony, even before Korea was oc-

ADAM THE BEAVER

were dropped over Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Japan has some serious beef against America

as
well.
If nations nursed every single wound inflicted on
them, diplomacy would grind to a halt.
Holding onto grudges does nothing for the future.
If the bickering and griping continues, it’s not long
before vengeance turns into violence.
Stop playing the blame game already. You’ll either
wind up bitter, dead or both.
*The following are some books from my bedtime
reading, in case my statistics seem too outlandish. I
highly recommend "Japan’s Comfort Women: Sexual
Slavery and Prostitution During World War II and the
U.S. Occupation" by Yuki Tanaka and "The Rape of
Nanking" by Iris Chang.

Ling-Mei Wong is the Spartan Lktily opinion editor.
"View from the East" appears every Friday.

THE SCRATCHING POST

NICK SCOTT

Procrastination a question
regarding nature versus nurture
SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided tree of charge to students. faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bentel Hall. room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandailyoJcasa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide.- Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY

SUNDAY

Peer Health Education
Free adult CPR training will take place from 10 a.m.
to noon and from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Ohlonc
room of the Student Union. No certification will be
given. For more information. call Che Angkham at
924-6204.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass will take place at noon and 5 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more information. call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.

School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the gallery office at 924-4330.

Counseling Services
An emotion management group meeting will take
place from 1 p.m. to 2:20 p.m. in Counseling
Services of the Student Services Center. For more
information, call 924-5910.

Counseling Services
A GBTQQI group meeting will take place from noon
to 1:20 p.m. in Counseling Services of the Student
Services Center. For more information, call
924-5910.

TUESDAY

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more information. call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.

SATURDAY
SJSU History Department.
Burdick Military History Project
The Charles B. Burdick Memorial Military History
Symposium will take place from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in room 189 of the Engineering building. It will be
about "War Between the Rivers: Historical Invasions
of Mesopotamia." For more information. call Devin
at (925) 337-5464.

MONDAY

Art History Association
A workshop will take place from 11:45 a.m. to
12:13 p.m. in room 329 of the Art building. "Fake
or Real?" will be presented by Dr. Kathy Cohen, art
history professor.
SJSU Center for Service Learning
The Center for Service Learning Awards will take
place from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. The Provost’s Awards
for Service -Learning will take place at 4 p.m. and an
AmeriCorps Celebration will take place at 5 p.m. All
events will be in the Loma Prieta room of the Student
Union. For more information. call 924-5440.
Nigerian Student Association
A meeting will take place at 6 p.m. in the Costanoan
ilium of the Student Union. For more information,
call 439-46(17.

Another year in my life cycle is about to pass me captives.
by and as the date approaches, so does the reflection
One would think that after such drama, one would
of my actions.
quickly deconstruct this corrupted frame in the pattern
Resolutions were made this time last year and it is and replace it with a solid piece that would complestill up for debate as to whether they have
ment the whole.
come to fruition.
Behavioral patterns can be adjusted to
A wise professor recently brought up
fix that piece of the pattern that prevents
the topic of human patterns in one of my
individuals from living and functioning
classes and how they affect the way we
to their utmost potential. right?
live and view the world around us.
In this case I am not so sure.
This topic of human patterns and reThere have been sincere efforts to corpeated cycles occurred again recently
rect my procrastinating ways.
while talking with a girlfriend.
I also have encountered captives that
During that same conversation, the
were rightly very restless and ultimately
correlation of individuals and our actions CATHERINE BURMEISTER lashed back in response to the discomfort
mimicking Pavlov’s dog also brought to
that my tardiness caused them.
light the human patterns that are so often
The resulting experiences are never
second nature to us that we do not even realize what pleasant and the realization that this is a behavioral
we are doing and recognize them for what they are.
pattern that can be changed is apparently partnered
For example, human patterns such as overeating with a vow of never repeating this offense again.
when unhappy. procrastinating or even associating
And yet here I am now, an hour -and -a -half past
with the same people are common
deadline, duplicating the corruptamong members of society.
ed framework instead of breaking
When discussing this topic, the
it down.
age-old debate of whether these
This is a severe case of nature
patterns were instigated through
and nurture.
nature or nurture ensues.
My awareness and reaction
My nemesis is procrastination.
of this behavioral pattern has beCase and point, I had two
come second nature replacing the
weeks to write this column and
actual habit.
at this moment I am an hour late
Not only was I horn with the
for deadline and nowhere near a
procrastinating gene, hut also I
point.
have so far spent my life nurturing
(My apologies to those readit to perfection.
ing this and also to Ling-Mei, the
It becomes apparent to me that
opinion editor.)
just like Pus his ’s dog. I react to
Why do I continue this pattern
the ringing hell of procrastination
of action knowing darn well the
and have been trained to respond
effects it has on others and myaccordingly.
self?
At least I have a new year to
Usually what occurs next is my
look forward to and the hopes of
overwhelming feeling of guilt for
remedying this behavioral pattern
causing stress to the other individuals involved in the and permanently removing it from the top of my list
of resolutions.
situation at hand.
A hint of rationalization might pop its ugly head
and tempts me to play the victim and seek sympathy
from the unwilling captives in this case, Ling-Mei
and yourselves.
This leads to a brief stint of denial and avoidance
only to be immediately followed by blunt honesty Catherine Burmeister is a Spartan Daily
and retribution with hopes of forgiveness because of production editor.
complete surrender and release of the aforementioned
"The Scratching Post" appears every other Friday.

Not only was I
born with the
procrastinating
gene, but I have
solar spent my
life nurturing it to
perfection.
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STORE - Offers discounts to public
continutd from page 1
So
far, however, bookstore
business has been slow.
"A space that size needs to pull
in a good profit for us," Rosenblum
said.
"We hope now with the ness
manager of the bookstore we’re
going to get a little more profit
from there."
Fred Torres took over as manager in March and has big plans for
the bookstore.
Before Torres was hired, the
tstokstore’s hours varied considerably. depending on volunteers’

In

Ig

Photos by lath Beecher / Daily Staff
The University Police Department subdues
a woman who calls herself "Priscilla" at the
San Fernando entrance of the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Joint Library on Thursday.The
woman was also detained by police Monday
after she became violent when authorities
attempted to question her.

it

Tortes has created hours that
mirror the core hours of the library.
He said they are conducting
extensive traffic analy sis, working
on changing bookstore signs and
organuation, creating an inventory database, aciis cli re, Ruling
volunteers and looking into advertising.
A ness banner was also put up
next to the bookstore to create
more awareness.
"The challenge is making the
general public who enter from the
Fourth Street entrance more aware
of our existence.- Torres said.
Day id Rosa. assistant manager
for the bookstore, said. "We’re trying to decide whether it’s worth it
to keep it open.
Tories. IlOWeVer is determined
to increase sales.
"If (the bookstore) is closed due
to it not generating enough reVenue, I vv ill take that as a personal
failure." ’Torres said
He said the city ’s library operation budget is not going to significantly increase during the next 10
years.

"The library needs our help
more than ever." Torres said.

"Every penny counts."
Part of the challenge. Rosa said.
IS trying to appeal to the student
customer base, which the Friends
Bookstore did not have at the old
library.
"We’re still trying to grasp what
they is ant from a bookstore." Rosa
said.
Kent Liang, a freshman majoring in electrical engineering, said
he has no.er i sited the bookstore.
"I’ve passed by." Liang said.
"But %shy vvould you need to buy a
book when you can check it out’?"
Patra Iluanbutta, a senior majoring in sociology, said she has also
never gone into the bookstore.
"I have enough reading to do
already." she said.
"Slay he it I wasn’t in school (I
ould go no.ihmeer. Torres said he thinks
that most of the bookstore’s business comes from students, though
not by much.
"I think that’s primarily because
most students knovs about us,- he
said.
-When someone from the general public walks in, many are
pleasantly surprised by. the books
and the prices.Hardcov er hooks at the bookstore sell tor $3 and paperbacks
range bet vv een SI and $3.
Compact discs and videos are
also sold tor $2. children’s books
are $1 and reference books and
dictionaries are $5.
Torres said the bookstore has
several thousand CDs and DA’Ds
in storage and, if he gets approval
for a DVD and CD repair machine
to recondition them, will offer
them for sale.
"We have a great inventory. and
Its only going to improve." Torres
said.
-Once people are informed. I’m
sure vv e’ II see an increase in traffic
and revenue."
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Geology dept. hosts conference

Ca mpusVillage

r
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la-12ailiali
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Volcanoes, earthquakes topics of discussion
By Banks Albach
Daily Stuff Writer

Owens Valley
The single -thy [rips r all ihrouglutut the ,1/4 eels silk,’
Monday. %slide the isso- and three-day trips start the
day after the conference.
One trip is ill take participants to the Eldorado
sok ank
Mountains of southern Nevada to analy
hehav
Retired SJSI’ geology Professor Calvin Stevens is
the held trip (a-gamier
"The purpose is
to show people the
nevv advances %se
have made in intergeology."
preting
he said.
Conference presentations are
sided into 15- to 20
minute shit. and is ill
be given h geolop
professors. held pill
lessumals and some
students.
graduate
some of is how stud v
geology at sISI

-Bay. Basins. Basement and Beyond" is the theme
of a pint get lug di conference hosted by the get ii
ogy department at San Jose State l’mversity starting
today at the Fairmont Hotel in San Jose and ending
Sunday.
This conference
is the 10Ist annual meeting 01 the
Cordillera,’ Section.
which Is the %vest em section of the
Geologn al Society
of America
It is also the tiOth
annual meeting (tithe Pacific Section
of the American
Association
Petroleum
of
Geologists.
With 450 preTupk. mouth:
sentations on topics ranging froth earthquakes. engineering and energy exploration, the event should Alaskan energy resources, Bay Area earthquakes.
have something for any geological enthusiast. said new technologies ion oil exploration and et. traction
and interaction hely% een stiff:lase water and grouridss.1
Professor John Williams, geology department chair.
He said he expects more than I,000 people to at- ter in the Bay Area.
Professional nonmember prices are 5125 for OM’
tend.
"This is an opportunity for academics and prac- day and $21111 tor the weekend.
Student nonmember prices are $45 flit One 11.0
titioners id geology to get together, share ideas and
and $70 for the weekend.
look at the cutting edge in research," he said.
Prolessit mai and student members ret cot: di,
Because the Cordillera’) meeting is smaller than
the national meeting, the selling presents excellent counts.
Spouses and guests can attend the entire ev ent ti
opportunities tor networking and employment, said
event co-chair John Miller. assistant geology profes$511’.ield trip costs are separate and on sae reps
sor.
"It’s easier to talk to people at these smaller meet- nation runs today and Saturday from 7 All a III NI
4..30 p.m. and Sunday from 7:30 a.m. to noon
it’s much more intimate," he said.
ings
"You get to talk to a lin id pro
fessionals and students get to talk
to a lot of people they have heard
"World Peace Is Not Only Possible but Inevitable"
about and learned about."
I
has
Ile ,ble lop ial"
"’hi slung Anil 11111,111eig
The geology department
tvlot fin’
I .11O1 fit,
and
trailligs.
lort,Illateltn tin ih4. Ita14:4
prepared for the event since it
b .1s1/14i Ali, iiis a Mt ...sae. .11 holm If .1 Al I
it
was offered the II lb 4)1 hosting it
lour years ago. Miller said
.1 :0414 al I 4.
511111
The department also tirgani/ed
II.
I,1,, I ,.Iho Pal it%
I ort.n
5..on
more than a doien field trips
h . s el
..hot
14111,
oh’
to Central Californian getting’
Uta.011., *4obI4OLSiN 0444
cal sites, such as the Santa Cm/
rr yah141,400/%041 S II*
Mountains. Death Valley and the
Info. tanIosobahal net

11L-0

"This is an opportunity for
academics and practitioners of
geology to get together. ..."
John Williams,
professor

1

II,

1111411/..111.

APPLY ONLINE TO LIVE ON CAMPUS
Now you re just a click away from everything that
living on campus has to offer Go to the Campus
Village website and apply to live on campus today.
You’ll live within walking distance of classes and
downtown San Jose, while enjoying great amenities
like high-speed Internet access. cable TV, furnished
rooms, basic utilities and much more, all included in
your monthly rent.
Housing assignments are made on a first -come,
first -paid basis, so apply today!

Questions? Call University Housing Services at
(408) 924-6160.

Pill,

104

"Intrn 1fr4’e...,1

APPLY ONLINE TODAY!

www.sjsucampusvillage.com

r-
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AIDS - Urges safe sex, preparedness
to." Gillard said.
When asked what keeps him
going by an audience member,
A year and a half later. Gillard
Gillard said his stubbornness and
said. he tested positive for HIV.
partly because he doesn’t want
Gillard said he took 13 HIV
to lose his great health insurance
tests between 1986 and 1987 and
plan.
all were negative.
However. Gillard said that his
Gillard said although he used
participation in the lesbian, gay.
protection, there might have been
bisexual and transgender commutimes when alcohol and drugs
nity motivated him to maintain
coaxed him to participate in unhis health, but he did consider
safe sex.
giving up on his health.
"I was a weekend user when
"I went to therapy to decipher
it came to alcohol and crystal whether
I wanted to live or not."
meth," Gillard said.
Gillard said.
"My addiction started growing
"I decided I love life way too
from the weekends into
much, especially the
four days of nonstop
simple things, such
partying."
as daffodils blooming
Gillard said that oral
and phone calls from
sex could have also atfriends."
tributed to him contractGillard then focused
ing HIV.
on the stigma surround"I was always told
ing young people who
that oral sex was the
believe that HIV is not
GUARD
safest, but as it turns
as life threatening as it
out, it was probably
seems to be.
what caused my illGillard said most think that
ness," Gillard said.
HIV is manageable by taking one
Shortly after his diagnosis. pill a day and therefore they enGillard said he moved to San Jose gage in unsafe sex.
in 1998 for its lesbian, gay. bisexThe truth is. Gillard said, adual and transgender rehabilitation vancements have been made in
program.
HIV vaccinations. but it is an on"I learned how to live a more going battle that cannot be solved
spiritual way of living through with a pill a day.
Alcoholics Anonymous." Gillard
Gillard said the ads portraying
said.
young. muscular
"Through
and active men
this program I
with HIV mishave found a
lead
younger
God who loves
people and do
me and helps
not illustrate the
me get through
realty of those
the days when
suffering from
I want to quit."
this epidemic.
Gillard
Gillard said
said instead of
he didn’t underbeing
angry
stand when he
about his illwas in his 211,
ness, he acprecious
how
cepts it.
and fragile life
"HIV
is
was.
a part of Ole
"All I ask of
- this is is lu
others is for cauI am and I can
tion and make
fight it for all
sure you are carits
worth."
rying condoms
Gillard said.
in a safe place
With My.
- men and WOMeti
if you end
Gillard said he has dealt with up in a sexual situation,- Gillard
allergic reactions to medications said.
and experienced nerve damage in
Gillard said that sex is a
his feet that disabled him for two healthy expression of who you
months.
are, hut that people need to do it
"I also had lipodystrophy
a responsibly and carefully.
loss of body fat
in which all
Savander Parker, a member of
my muscles just deteriorated," the SJSU HIV and AIDS commitGillard said.
tee and the university ombudsGillard said his stomach start- man. said he appreciated Gillard
ed to project straight out and the sharing his experiences and that
lipdystrophy continued until it SJSU students need to he more
went to his shoulders and face.
aware ot 111V and AIDS.
"Upset by this, I joked with
"I think that people are in
my friend and told him. Well, huge denial and it’s frightening,
they can take this queen’s shoul- especially cc hen I hear from the
der. bit? not his face.’ " Gillard people 11,111g with diseases,"
said.
Parker Said.
Gillard displayed his medicaParker said students are in detion to the audience and said he ntal of HIV and AIDS because of
takes more than 50 pills a day.
fear and ignorance.
"Through my private insur"A lot of them believe that it
ance. I pay $3.800 a month for doesn’t apply to them because
my medicines," Gillard said.
they are not gay or not doing
Gillard said he has developed drugs.- Parker said.
bronchitis, endured upper respiSharon Willey. co-chair of the
ratory infections, sinus infections SISt HIV and AIDS Committee
and acid reflux disease because of sant that students think people are
lii my longer and better lives with
the medications.
"I also have three to four bouts Illy. which is a misconception.
of diarrhea a day. nausea, hot
"With events like these in ad
flashes and cold sweats." Gillard dition to World AIDS Day. v. 4:
said.
try to educate the campus coin
"Living with HIV is not about muiiitv by showing that college
a fun cocktail, hut it’s about fight- students aren’t invincible to this
epidemic," Willey said.
ing for your life."
(Allard said he also receives
Willey said that all students
massages from an IIIV practitio- are welcome to participate.
SJSU HIV and AIDS comner, regularly v isits a specialited
chiropractor and sin’ ikes marijua- mittee holds meetings the third
Tuesday of each month in the
na to boost his immune system.
"I know that these things Pacheco room til the Student
are not the solution to my HIV Union.
For more information. contact
supposedly 1 is ill still die from
HIV, even though I don’t intend Willey at 924-9495.
continued from page 1

"HIV is a part of
me this is who
I am and I can
fight it for all it’s
worth."
Mark Gillard,
magazine
publisher
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Ad team places second
By Lauren Bosch
Daily Staff Writer

its communication and creativity.
said account supervisor Magali
Charmot, a senior majoring in
advertising.
"I think everybody was so
involved and willing to participate to make this team a winning
team. They did the work they
were expected to do," Charmot
said. "Everyone was really passionate about it. We were able
to communicate and even though
sometimes we were yelling at
each other, we were able to work
through that because we had really good communication."
Despite losing to UC Berkeley
by a mere 2.9 points, the team is
currently appealing the decision
and awaiting an answer, Charmot
said. Should the decision be over-

Crushed by the realization that
months worth of work didn’t win
them the award they felt they
deserved. the 22 members of the
Ad Team came home placing
second in the National Student
Advertising Competition.
The Ad Team, a group of
San Jose State University students who are enrolled in the
Advertising Campaigns class.
recently competed against seven
other universities at the conference center in San Francisco.
"It was the biggest letdown
that I’ve ever been through," said
David Roden, a senior majoring
in advertising
and the cre
alive
director
hr the team.
"At the time
it seemed like
we won hands
down. Berkeley
vv as our biggest
competition, but didn’t
make the cut.
When they announced that is e cc sic’ sec( mid. turned. they would he ins tied to
some students ti)ini Delhi:ley said participate in the national compewe should have been first. We did tition in Tennessee later this year.
The decision has become a
eerything right iiiour campaign.
Our research %%as thorough, the major topic among the members
presentation is us good and it was of the team and their adviser.
Even some Yahoo! representavery well put togethei.The competition included two tives have questioned the outdifferent elements to he judged. come. ( ak ley said.
"’i ahoo! wants our team to
The project was to come up with
a campaign for Yahoo! targeting present to their executive board
teenagers 13 to 17. Each team because we had so many ideas
was required to come up with that %%ere televant to their needs,"
a campaign boa tklet and had to Coakley said. "Here’s a multibillion dollar corporation that is tellpresent it at the competition.
The team from SJSt decided ing some college kids some of
the hest %% ay to advertise to a
teenager null Id he to make the
hook look like something a teenager %%mild do.
The ct u% ea was the first concept
I.
taken on F.!, the creative team and
ucuis
showcases ddlerent
toes that
teenageis hike part in. -1 he test tit
the hook is made to lolik like a
notebook is MI
thioughout
that enhanced that idea.
’(The cox er) WaS a loose idea
and it translated into a teenage?
noteboilk. The binder pumper ’de.’
came up and it turned into their
hinder. Basically, the poim vy as to
say that Yahoo! Call talk hi teens,
because this is who teens are.Ii
is showing I Valli xi! ) who they’re
dealing with.- Roden said.
The last time a team from
SJS1! placed in the competition was in 1985. Roden said.
However. the team’s adviser and
professor. George Coakley heels
this team is quite possibly the
best he’s ever seen.
one of the finest
presentations we’ve ever haul."
Coakley said. "It was virtually
flawless."
The team’s success came from

KUNGRIHUSTLEMOVII COM
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Senate
trims
prison
budget
SACRAMENTO (AP)
The
Senate approved most of Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s prison system reorganization plan
Thursday and then immediately
began slashing the department’s
budget out of frustration with the
slow pace of reforms in the deeply
troubled corrections system.
Soon after the 28-7 Note in
support of a new Department ot
Corrections and Rehabilitation.
key senators declared they had
lost confidence in the department’s
ability to oversee its own reform
efforts. They chopped $99 million
out of the governor’s $7 billion
corrections budget.
The move came a day after an
Assembly budget subcommittee
cut corrections spending by tens of
millions of dollars. also intending
to ,end a message to prison system
administratiirs.
’File cuts come as the governor
revises his budget next month and
negotiations begin %% MI lawmaker’, and signal disconient AA 1111 the
state’s prisons and lass makers expectation, that a federal judge may
step in to Os CISCI: the state prison
systems.
Lawmakers have objected to
Schwarzenegger’s prtaptasal to
eliminate $95 million from inmate
education and other rehabilitation
programs. If they stand. the cuts
Thursday could pros ide the rehabilitation funding.
see PRISON, page 5
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the content in our plans book had
things in it that are informational
and relevant to their company
that they weren’t doing."
"That further prompted us to
try to get a reversal of this decision, if we’re that good and the
Yahoo! corporation wants to look
into us. then why didn’t we win’?"
Coakley said. "It makes you wonder what wins. Is it Berkeley that
wins, or is it the content of the
competition that wins’?"
Despite the current dispute the
team members are proud of their
accomplishments. The most important of which they feel is getting the opportunity to present to
Yahoo! itself.
"We haven’t heard one negative thing abut our campaign
throughout
the
whole
thing."
Roden said.
"Everyone is
very
proud
of what they
did."
"It’s easily
the best class
in the advertising de imminent because you’re
dealing with real deadlines, real
advertisements and submitting
them to real judges." Roden said.
"Yahoo! actually looked at our
ideas and commented on them
directly. Julene (Nguyen). one of
our presenters, won a presenter’s
aNyzird. something they’ve never
given out before. The whole
team in addition to that has been
invited to present the project to
Yahoo! ascii a, ii it were a real
advertising pitch. The directors
feel that they need to hear what
we have to say."

"I think everybody was so involved
and willing to participate to make
this team a winning team."
Magali Charmot,
student
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Symposium
discusses early
Mesopotamia

SPARTAN DAILY

TRIP - Students listen to politicians

PRISON - Cuts prompt reform
continued from page 4

By Vaishali Kirpekar
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Emmons. a junior majoring in
child development.
McDaniel, who has worked on
a thesis atxtut the Mesopotamian
A San Jose State University invasions, said that his talk,
graduate student 441 history, as "The Mongol Invasion of
well as two other speakers, will Mesopotamia," will be an intropresent talks on the historical in- ductory overview.
"It will be useful for those
vasions of Mesopotamia in room
Photo by Traci Newell / Daily Staff Writer
189 of the Engineering building who are not familiar with
Mesopotamian
history."
Saturday from I p.m. to 5 p.m.
San Jose State University political science students sit In a committee
The program is organized by McDaniel said.
room where legislation is discussed on Wednesday at the Capitol in
He said he chose this topic for
the history department and the
Sacramento. The students were on a field trip to speak with legislators,
Burdick Military Hisnirs Project his thesis because not many peolobbyists, journalists and interns from SJSU.
to mark the annual Charles B. ple knoss about Mesopotamian
Ortiz said the trip was beneficial
continued from page 1
Burdick
Memorial
Military history.
because she is a visual learner.
"We mostly talk and know
History Symposium at SJSU.
"It is so important to take it in
Ryan McDaniel, a master’s about Alexander the Great
Assembly members Joe Coto
su al Is ." Christensen said
degree candidate. SJSU his- and the Creek and Roman hisand John Laird
Nini just can’t
tory Professor Jonathan Roth tory since they have influenced
addressed students
get it from a
and Noel Shirley. chair of the the western civilization." said
on the various ashook. This imp/
Palo Alto chapter it the Great McDaniel. who has traveled
pects of their jobs
supplements
War Society, ss ill cad, present st,itli his wile tis isit orphanages
in Sacramento.
.ind strengthens
a 45 -minute talk in the pro- in Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan,
Coto tried to
ers thing pcii.
gram called "War between the countries in Central Asia, in
stuencourage
ple leant input
Risers: Historical Ins asions oil 20(K).
dents to continue
hot iks.The two countries gained inMesopotamia
to climb in their
political
Mesopotamia is the land be- dependence after the breakup of
political careers.
len, e
departtween the Fupluates and Tigris the SO% let I ’mon in 1991.
"You want to
rho are post -Soviet counment hosts a field
rivers and is composed of modthink about getwith
tries
trip to Sacramento
ern Iraq and part
ting up here:.
of
problems
es. ers sear dunint
of Syria. The
Coto said.
corruption."
the spring semes1:11ITC111 situation
Laird said that
McDaniel said.
ter Ibis year the
of the tinted
if students have
"America
.ost tor the trip to
States’ role in
"the vision." they
is so involved
the Capitol was
Iraq makes the
will make it to
\ ’ii
in Iraq that it
talks
reles ant
Sacramento.
is always in
hristensen
professor
today, said the
lunch,
At
the news. One
said he hopes the
speakers.
which was proshould
look
pointe al science
Kathryn
vided by Southern
at the history
lind mote t.4 mtribtiWood, professor
California Edison, students lis- department .
of that region
of international
tened to Bob Foster. president of tors I., help hind future tlips
to understand
relation. al Ilie
Southern California Edison. speak
the Iraqi pervoiltical
about how he got into politics and
spec t ive."
department,
how his company works with poliMcDaniel said.
said talks su h
ticians in Sacramento.
The
current
as these are sig Students also had a chance to
of
Iraq
II1Vasion
ndicant.
have a question -and -answer sesby
the
United
talks
"The
sion with SJSU student interns
Great War
States.and its
t. MI he %Cr) in working in the Capitol.
could
allies
urinal e
he "It sparked a lot of ambition."
Society
chair
he compared
cause
military’
Christensen said.
to the British
history is an imHe said that on the bus ride back
of
ins asion
portant aspect to
to SJSU, he sv as approached by
raise questions, such as, ’Is con- Turkey. said Shirley. who will
some students asking about internflict endemic. or is it an absence present a talk on "Asiation in
ship opportunities.
of peace’" " said Wood, who is the Mesopotamian Campaign of
After lunch. students were gis en
a list of options ot different activian expert in military politics and World War
tie will discuss the air war
ties they could participate in.
%sill he visiting Shanghai. China,
Some students went to the govfor a military politics conference in Mesopotamia between Turks
Forces
Allied
British
and
the
ernor’s pressroom, other students
m summer.
went to meetings on different leg"The U.S. is fighting in the during World War I.
"It is important because we
islations and some students went
same areas in the Iraq War as did
and visited their local politicians’
the British in World War I. such are lighting that war with our aloffices.
as Kut. Basra and Baghdad." said lied forces in Iraq," Shirley said.
The crisis between the East
Mark Boyd. a senior majoring in
Roth. who s’, ill discuss Roman
and the West has not been repolitical science, had an opportuniinvasions lot Mesopotamia.
dates hack to solved, he said.
ty to present an idea to Assembly
-rtw,
Shirley is a retired engineer
member Rebecca Cohn.
a period trom the lust century
"It’s not what we learned, it’s
A.D. to the fourth century A.D. who studied World War I aviathat we had the access to go down
when Mesopotamia s% as the tion for 40 years, he said.
The Great War society was
the hall and knock on someone’s
province of the Roman empire."
door." Boyd said.
said Roth. %shot is the director formed in 1988 with the premise
of the Burdick Military History that World War I was a seminal
"It was encouraging to see the
it
event that has an impact on sociwere willing to talk to you and
Project.
can influence poll, "
The project was founded in ety, he said.
1997 was named in the honor
of Burdick. a military historian
and former chair of the history
department of SJSU.
Relocate to the Sacramento Area
"I personally knew him because he Was a friend of my father," Roth said.
If
The project sponsors an oral
history program that holds lec"
tures and talks.
The Grant Joint Union High School
The research room in the
Industrial Studies building has
District is now accepting applications for
about "IJIII0 books, foumals.
the 2005/2006 School Yenr in the
pamphlets. photographs and
following areas
artifacts relating to military hisMath Teachers
tory. Roth said.
$2,000 Signing bonus
"It IS an interesting topic that
I want to know about. hut 11111
(NCLB Compliant w/CLAD)
a (keit depth because I come to
Special Education Teachers
school only twice a week and
13.000 Signing bonus
I am not familiar with the hisCompliant w /CLAD)
(NCLB
tory Ill the place," said Christie
Daily Staff Writer

"It is important
because we are
fighting that
war with our
allied forces in
Iraq."

"This (trip)
supplements
and strengthens
everything
people learn from
books."
Terry
Christensen,

The bipartisan effort to cut
the budget was orchestrated by
Democratic
House Majority
Leader Gloria Romero of Los
Angeles. one of the most vocal
supporters of the Republican
governor’s reform promises
and one of the most vocal prison
critics.
The prison system can’t
manage its own
inmate
health
care
system,
Youth and Adult
Correctional
Agency
Undersecretary
Kevin
Carruth
acknowledged.
The
agency
sought $850.000
to create a plan
that would take
18 months to
improve a system that is so
had national experts earlier this
month said inmates are dying
out neglect and
maltreatment.
Better
to
spend
that
money on basic needs like
soap and tongue
depressors and installing washbasins that are sorely lacking,
n.ltile a federal judge considers
whether to appoint an overseer to
manage the health care system.
said Romero.
The agency this month abrupt -

ly ended its yearlong experiment
with placing parole violators in
halfway houses, drug treatment
programs or on electronic mom towing instead of sending them
back to prison. Agency Secretary
Roderick Hickman acknowledged the necessary contracts
were never signed.
"You have made mistake after
mistake after mistake in everything we have tried to contract."
said Romero. who
equated
corms: lions
spending
-a black hole"
where money disappears without a

"I kind of
looked up to
the heavens
and said, ’Be
careful what
you ask for."

trace.

Agency spokesman J.P. Tremblay
said after the hearing that the administration isn’t
concerned about
the spending cuts
because it’s early
in the budget pro-

Roderick
Hickman,
agency
secretary

ihc
in sought by
S,hssarzenegger
and
apart ed
Thursday by the
Senate ss ill conentrate piier and
responsibility
in
I lickman’s hands
effectise July I.
Schwarzenegger has promised to
sign the hill next week.
"I kind of looked up to the
Ilea% ens and said. ’Be careful
%% hat you ask for. Hickman said
atter he receised word the hill
had been sent to the gosernor
"NO,. I he real work begins."

Check us out online at
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Benitez to sit out
four months with injury

Photo courtesy of Anh-Dao Nguyen
San Jose State University tennis player Kathy Van sets up her forehand during a practice at SJSU.

Spartans end season with accolades
By Ashley Johnson
Daily Stuff Writer

The women’s tennis team ended
its regular season after taking fifth
in the Western Athletic Conference
tournament in HaWali on April 21.
San Jose State Um% ersity. the
ninth -seeded team in the confer-

II

is .15 a want sic had to beat

stepped up." Tavita
said, yy ho is playing her first season at SJSU.
Myna was named All -WA(’
women’s tennis player for her
singles match play, only the third
student at SJSU to take that honor.
The doubles team of "Fay ita and
and eseryrtne

Koenigsfeld was chosen as a sec-

all -conference doubles
duo by conference coaches.
SJSI
lost
4-0 to
Rice
I ’my er..11%,. the top -seeded team
iii the ci pnference. in a quarterfinal
round match. The kiss ended the
season for the team with a 9-11
dual match record.
"We all battled to the greatest of
our ability even though they were
the No. I -seeded team." Van said.
Although the season for women’s tennis started slow things
quickly picked up with their
first win against Sonoma State
University 4-3.
The team lost its first match of
the season against Saint Mary’s
College 6-1 on Feb. I and then lost
to the University of the Pacific 7 -fl
on Feb. 4.
"We had a slow start, just because it’s the beginning of the
season and
wasn’t sure where
everybody belongs in the lineup,"
Nguyen said.
ond -team

SIMMIPS

WRAP UP

Overall record
9-11
Team was knocked out of the
vVAC tournament quarterfinals by Rice
enve. took the win over Louisiana
Ii I usersity 111 Elk’ first round.
4 I. upsetting Louisiana Tech’s
eighth- see. led position.
they yy ere tough -- to pull out
a match
I’m really proud of the
girls. I’m extremely prouda of the
girls ha ’adding their own." said
head coa, A uh-Dao Nguyen.
The douhles team of Eike
Harms and Kalb> \
in the
team’s No. I position, non R-5
while the doubles team of freshman Ashley Tavita and Courtney
Koemesteld. in the No. 2 position,
won M-5.

7ito 0-4 for first time in career,
eager to notch a victory
v

\

Harry iito
haidly hello,: he’s gone nearly
a month without his first win of the
5L’amPll
I Ills is supposed to be his
seam ai to shine as the ace of the
Oakland Athletics pitching staff.
Instead. Zito is 0-4 for the first
time in his caredi
It is kind III strange,- he said.
an’t sit here and look at it. I iust
has e to do what I can do today."
And for the first time in his lamer he doesn’t Moe Tim Hudson
and Mark Wide; to lean on lor
the other
support. Those two
members of Oakland’s broken
up "Big Three" -- are set to face
off for the first time as opposing
pitchers Friday when Mulder ’s St.
1.4mis Cardinals play Hudson ancl
the Brayes III Atlanta. They were
traded by the A’s during a threeday span in December.
worried aka mi
Zito is not as
his poor start, despite the fact he’s
been determined to return to the
form that won him the 2002 AL C’y
Young Award.
"You scratch your head." said
Zito, who takes the mound for
his sixth start Sunday at home
against the Seattle Mariners.
"The last three games. I don’t feel
I’ve been out there and gotten hit
II

Its not a situation where
hard
we’s e panicked."
Zito is 0-5 over his last nine
starts dating to a win against
Cleveland last Sept. 12
match
ing the longest losing streak of
his career. He’s not getting much
help, either. The A’s have scored
only two runs in his four losses
this season and \Yew shut out
twice. They scored lour runs for
him in a no-decision on April 20
In his latest start, the lanky
left-hander with the surfer hair
was strong into the seYenth iii
ning of a 6-0 loss to the surging
Chicago White Sox on Monday
night, when he saw his ERA go
to 6.60. Zito, the first A’s pitcher
to start 0-4 since Cory ladle and
Gil I leredia in 2001. allowed four
earned runs and seven hits, struck
out four and walked one.
"I don’t think being 0-4 sits
very well with Barry Zito. regard
less of how well he’s pitched the
last couple of out

Ken Macha said.

El3

manager

SJSt ssiin hair out of die six sinmatches against Sonoma State.
The No. 3 position doubles team of
Van and Koenig sfeld picked up the
only win for di tu hies 8-2.
Cr rack Ng us en said women’s
singles has alss iy s been stronger
than doubles, adding that doubles
started out slower because the right
combination of players needs to be
figured out.
"Most 01 the girls don’t live in
the same town so they don’t get to
practice play mg is iii each other
as much." Nguyen said. "They
can’t play competnise doubles
tournaments like they could with
gles

and Southern Utah University
5-2.
UC IrY ine brought the winning streak to an end in SJSU’s
loss 7-0.
The season ends with Van as
the only one player leaving.
"I think we did a lot better this
season, tlus year,- Nguyen said.
"The tin 1st imponant thing is the
whole team worked really %% ell
together."

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- San Francisco Giants closer Armando
Benitez is expected to miss four months after tearing his hamstring
while covering first base.
San Francisco placed Benitez on the 15 -day disabled list Wednesday,
a day after his injury, but trainer Stan Conte said the reliever would be
out for much longer after an MRI revealed that he tore his right hamstring tendons.
"The tear is complete with two of the three tendons that attach to his
pelvis." Conte said. "This will require surgery to repair. This will take
four months until he’s competitive again."
Benitez is scheduled to undergo surgery Tuesday to reattach the tendons to the bone, and Conte does not believe this injury is career-threatening. The "outcome has been good or better with a pitcher," Conte said.
The injury occurred when Benitez broke to cover first base after
San Diego’s Geoff Blum hit a sharp grounder down the line to end San
Francisco’s 6-5 win Tuesday night. First baseman J.T. Snow dove to his
left to snare the ball and flipped to Benitez, and the 6-foot -4,240-pound
pitcher began to favor the hamstring a step or two before reaching the
base. He had to he helped off the field.
Conte said the injury is similar to the hamstring tear that sidelined
Cincinnati outfielder Ken Griffey Jr. for the final three months last
season and somewhat similar to the groin injury sustained earlier this
month by Chicago Cubs shortstop Nomar Garciaparra.
The loss of Benitez is a big Noy% lor the Giants, who finally had a
reliable closer this season to replac e Robb Nen, who retired this spring
after failing to conic hack from a series of shoulder operations.
"This is shocking news. It’s probably more serious than I was thinking." general manager Brian Sabean said. "This time of year the only
thing you can do is try to address it internally. Fiery year it seems like
we’re challenged by something. Maybe the la of averages, you can’t
escape stuff like this happening. It’s probably been as daunting as any
season we’ve started."
Conte said it will be difficult for Benite, to do much activity at first
following the operation, and there is concern that someone his size will
have a hard time staying in shape.
"The primary ohlectie is to make sure the surgery is protected,"
Conte said. "I think there is ill be plenty of time in the rehab process to
control any kind of conditioning issues.’’
Manager Felipe Alou yy ill un rely on closer by committee, and
insists he isn’t too concerned with the age of his team even though
40-year-old slugger Barry Bonds is sidelined recoyering from two operations on Ins right knee and radii helder Misses Alou already missed
time with a right call strain.
"You lose Bonds. MO liii ssii %seeks and the closer, but I know in
that roc mi we ha% e enough to is III
AIOU said.
(;lants used seseral pitchers to fill in for Nen last season, including Matt Ileiges, and then viinverted Dustin Ilermanson from starter to
closer late in the year. Herges and Jell hisseiir soil he called upon to
close games now

singles. -

of the games
were canceled because of weather, it didn’t affect
the team negatively.
"It turned Ina in our favor it
was a good chance for them to
catch up with school work. Even
if they- don’t play, they still work
out with the sitength-conditioning coach," Nguyen said.
SJSU lost to Santa Clara
University and UC Davis on Feb.
22 and Feb. 25 but came back to
smash UC Santa Cruz 5-2.
SJSU went on a three -match
winning streak starting with
Sonoma State 5-2 followed by a
blow to Eastern Washington 7-0
Although three
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Good buddies to face off on mound

Owens to skip minicamp,
desires contract changes

Former Oakland teammates Mulder, Hudson will both pitch Friday
ATLANTA (AP)
Former partners in
pranks as Oakland teammates, Tim Hudson and
Mark Mulder may feel as if the joke is on them
when they face each other Friday night.
Teammates in Oakland the last five years as
two of the starring jokesters with Barry Zito
in the Big Three pitching rotation. Hudson
was traded to Atlanta and Mulder was sent to
St. Louis after the 2004 season.
Friday night, in the opening game of the
Braves-Cardinals series, Hudson and Mulder
will meet for the first time as opposing pitchers.
Since they’re now in the National League.
they also hit. They say that sets up the most intriguing
and potentially hilarious
part of
the matchup.
The two talked on the phone Monday.
"We laughed about it and said how this figures." Mulder said. "Who’s going to be able to
keep a straight face? That might be the hardest
part. I know I’m going to start laughing. What
are you going to do?"
Hudson and Mulder were lead players in
the frat-house atmosphere of the Athletics’
clubhouse. The two were almost as wellknown in Oakland for their kidding as for
their winning.
Once Hudson and Mulder put white shoe
polish around the perimeter of a sunflower
seed bucket that former A’s pitching coach Rick
Peterson liked to use as a stool. Hudson and
Mulder then laughed while Peterson walked
around with a white ring on his gray uniform
pants.
Oakland players also were known to race re-

mote -controlled cars around the clubhouse.
It may be difficult for Hudson or Mulder to
keep from laughing when looking down from
the Turner Field mound at the other standing in
the batter’s box.
Hudson said he and Mulder talked about
the possibility of facing each other even before
they left Oakland.
"We were just joking about if we got traded," said a smiling Hudson. "I told him, just
laughing, whatever you throw at me, I’m going to throw at you. If he starts breaking out
his nasty stuff early. I’m going to have to do
the same."
Added Hudson, still smiling: "Obviously,
if guys are on base, that’s one thing. But if I
come up with nobody on, two out and he starts
breaking all this stuff on me. I’m going to do
the same."
Because they know each other so well, each
respects the other’s hitting ability. Hudson was
the Southeastern Conference’s Most Valuable
Player at Auburn University for his hitting and
pitching. Mulder also was a strong hitter at
Michigan State.
"Oh, yeah, he can hit," Hudson said. "He’s a
real good hitter. He hit cleanup for his college
team. I know he can swing the bat. Yeah, man.
I’m going to have to pitch him."
Mulder didn’t reveal the specifics of what he
said are many side bets with Hudson, but neither wants to give up a hit to the other.
"It’ll be fun," Mulder said. "It should be. I
hope so. ... We’ll total it up at the end. There’s
no point in worrying about it now."
Even if they were not good friends and for-

Receiver signed seven-year deal last season

met teammates, this would he a inatchup to
watch.

PHILADELPHIA I AP
With
or skithout ’Ferrell Owens, the
Philadelphia Eagles return to the field Friday for the first time since losing the Super Bowl.
Owens, the flamboyant All -Pro wide receiver, likely will skip the
team’s minicamp this weekend because he wants a new contract just 13
months after signing a sesen-year deal worth almost $49 million.
Owens’ new agent. Drew Rosenhaus, declined comment on
Thursday. Eagles coach Andy Reid is determined not to let the issue
become a distraction.
"I don’t know what he’s going to do. And I really don’t lose sleep
over that." Reid said earlier in the week. "1 just go forward. If he’s here,
he’s here. If he’s not, we move on."
Pro Bowl running back Brian Westbrook and defensive tackle Corey
Simon also aren’t expected to show up for the practices because of contract disputes. Pro Bowl left tackle Ira Thomas will sit out because of a
blood clot in his leg. Quarterback Donovan McNabb will miss the last
two days to attend the annual White House Correspondents Association
dinner.
Westbrook has until June 15 to sign a one-year. 51.43 million tender.
He’s seeking a long-term deal, but discussions haven’t been promising.
Simon was offered a one-year franchise tender worth about $5.13 million. but he also wants a long-term contract.
Westbrook had a breakout season for the Eagles, scoring nine touchdowns and leading the team with 1.515 total yards. Westbrook rushed
for 812 yards on 177 carries and led all NFL running backs in receptions with 73 for 703 yards last season.
Simon. who went to the Pro Bowl two years ago, overcame a poor
start to finish with 5 1/2 sacks and 34 tackles last year. The Eagles
considered trading him this offseason. but talks with Baltimore broke
down.
Owens set team records with 14 touchdown receptions and seven
100-yard games, and finished with 77 catches for 1,200 yards in his first
season in Philadelphia after eight years with San Francisco. He broke
his leg and severely sprained his right ankle in Week 15 against Dallas,
an injury that sidelined him until the Super Bowl.

Mulder is 2-1 with a 3.10 ERA after pitching a 10-hit shutout to beat Roger Clemens
and the Houston Astros 1-0 Saturday. He was
picked as the NL Player of the Week.
Hudson also has been as good as promised,
going 2-0 with a 0.96 ERA in his first four
starts with the Braves.
Mulder averaged 18 wins the last four
years. including a 21-8 mark in 2001.
Even with a dip to a 12-6 record last season. Hudson averaged 16 wins the last five
years.
He left as Oakland’s career leader with a
.702 winning percentage, and he has never
lost more than nine games in a season.
Braves first baseman Adam LaRoche said
Hudson has brought a relaxed presence to
Atlanta’s clubhouse, where Bobby Cox’s
players have been known for being low-key
but businesslike.
"He’s so relaxed and laid back. He’s a
pitcher that on the day he’s pitching, you
can joke around with him," said LaRoche,
Hudson’s clubhouse neighbor. "He’s not sitting there sweating, thinking about what he
did the game before."
LaRoche said Hudson "is also incredibly
competitive. I don’t care who he’s facing."
Even if Hudson cracks a smile when facing
Mulder the hitter. LaRoche said Hudson will
be focused on winning.
"I suppose he will probably have a little
more fire under him." LaRoche said.
Said Hudson: "It’s going to be cool."
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COLLEGE WORKS PAINTING
Looking for Motivated Students
to Paint houses in SJ Area this
Summer No Exp Nec Will
Train Call 408 310-0936

NOW HIRING CAMPUS
MANAGERS. Ready for the
UReps challenge’? UReps
is looking for the most outgoing enthusiastic leaders
for our Campus Manager
positron for the Fall. 2005
EMPLOYMENT
semester, Work 10 hours per
GENERAL
week, gain valuable business
experience, and earn while
SPARTAN DAILY DEUVERY
you build your resume $100
POSITION! GREAT CAMPUS weekly salary plus bonuses
JOB for FALL 2005 Student
To learn more, and apply, visit
needed mornings from 6 30AM meow UReps corn
to 8 30AM Mon-Fri on school
days to deliver Spartan Daily
TELLER POSMON: Western
to campus newsstands Must
be dependable & have current Union Santa Clara location
Bilingual English/Spanish FT
CDL with good driving record
Must pass campus safe driving $9 00/hr Call 988-4512
requirements Energetic & able
to lift bundles of papers Living
on/close to campus is a plus
Fri 4/29 is the deadline to com- ATTENTION. SJSU STUDENTS
EARN iNCONIE 4 GAM ExPERiENCE
plete an application Come to
Spartan Daily Window Dwight
’PART-TIME OPENINGS
Bente’ Hall Rm 209, 9.30am-’HIGH-STARTING PAY
2 30pm Hiring now so that
’FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES
training can be provided before
end ol Spring Semester
sales/service
’Customer
24,
Job starts Aug
2005
’All mayors may apply
’Internships possible
Schotsrships awarded annually
SOME TIME TO STUDY!
’Some conditions apply
5PM-Midnight Sunday/Monday
’No experience necessary
Reception Clerk Answer
’Training provided
phones & emergency system
light housekeeping & laundry
CALL 615-1500 9am 5pm
in hotel like setting Must be
fluent in English Fledwood Villa www workforstudents Com/sisu
Retirement Residence Call
16501 965-8633
LEE’S SANDWICHES now hiring, All positions available 260
Clara St a, Sixth St
SPRING STUDENT WORK! E SantaNew
Civic Center/City
Next to
$1450 to START
408-687-1015 or visit
Call
Hall
Certified Training Provided
corn
leesandwiches
wwer
Suits All Maps
Great Resume Exp
Flex Around Schedule
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS’
IMMEDIATE Openings
Earn $15-$125 A more/survey
Calf 408-436-9336
www moneyfor surveys corn
FunStudentWork corn
DEUVERY DRIVERS
Party Rental Business
Perfect for Students’
Earn $230 Every Weekend’
Must have reliable truck irr
yen Heavy lifting is required
408.292-7876

edverbsoments
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WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby marls
envies events 8 country clubs.
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun & earn good
money Call 408-867-7275

EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION/FIECREATION/
CHILDCARE
SKILLS COACH: Rewarding
career in Soc Service Work w/
adults with developmental disabilities FT/PT Call 553 0960
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs P/T. M -F 2-6 15pm
Pay Range $7 83-511 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-8700X245
111.41
TEACHER, Kidspark Hourly
Childcare Ctr Flex hrs primarily days & wkends ECE units
req Fun recreation program
Team environment Benefits
avail Visit www kidsfark corn
Ctrs by Oakridge & Valley Fair
Malls Call Leslie 213-0970
Email leslie@ludspark corn or
Fax 260-7366

CAMP COUNSELORS needed
06/05-08/19 for Residential
SUMMER Camping Program
for children & adults with disabilities Challenging, Rewarding,
Call Tarnisha4408-2437861
or visit www viaservices org
SAT TUTORS: 525435/hour
Flexible hours Must have prior
experience and car Visit
WWW apply compassprep corn
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
infant Toddler & Preschool
Teachers & Aides Substitute
positions, some with flexible
schedules, are also available ECE units are required
for teacher positions but
not req for Aide positions
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
Cathy for an interview 4 2441968)06 or fax res to 248-7433

SWIM TEACHERS-Year
round program, indoor pool
Experience with children a
must Teaching experience not
required AM/PM/WE shifts
available Email resume to
sdavis4avac us

38.00/HOUR
Register FREE
tor lobs near
Campus or Home
student -sitters corn

LOS GATOS SWIM AND
RACQUET CLUB is currently
accepting applications for pos,
lions in the following departments’ Front Desk. Fitness
Staff. Summer Camp Leaders.
Childcare & Age-Group Swim
Coaches Applicants are to be
outgoing able to multi -task
Good customer service is a
plus PT AM/PM shifts available More into call (408)
356-2136 or fax resume to
408) 358-2593
DAYCARE TEACHERS: (-8th
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experience with children preferred
Call 244-1968 X16

RENTAL HOUSING
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities
Parking
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others, $1195 00/mo
408-947-0803
MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Greentree Ants at
Tully & Mclaughin
Rents start from $875
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking W&D
Close to Library Shopping
& HY101/280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

LIVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU
Lge 2 B/1 5 Ba on 9th $10951
mo 2 B/1 Ba $975/mo Newly
remodeled 408 309-9554

SHARED HOUSING
HOUSING FOR YOUOSJSU
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE!
We Offer
’Housing for American
&International Students
.An Intercultural Experience
with International Students
*One Semester Contract
’Computer & Study Rooms
’Wireless Internet Access
’Safe. Friendly & Home-Like
Environment
’ Various Cultural Activities
’Parking
We are currently accepting
applications The International
House is located at
360 5 11th Street If you are
interested or have questions
please call 924-6570
EVERGREEN ?wore w/POOL
2 Rms $400 ea 1/4 utils Near
College & Frwys Gild Pfeil d
408 223-1840 or 892-1866

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
831-252-1108 or
Grace
Evagrace4aol com or visit
wwW gracenotesediting corn
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
includes cosmetici $69 00/year
Save 30’,-6C’, For into call
1-800-655-3225 or
Wens studentdental corn or
wwwgoldenweskiental corn
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DUPLEX FRONT UNIT: 2 BD
Spacious Close to Freeways
Japantown & Downtown
$1300/mo Call 650 520-7045

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words.
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FACIUTATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
Antsolres Lessons Learning for gal
participants Work with other community orgs Set-up 6 deliver programs at assigned locations 5-10
hrShvk $10 00/hr HS diploma
or equiv &some experience
Understand girl/gender issues
First Aid/CPR Cert (have
or can obtain) Basic math
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
company vehicles Bilingual is
a plus Avail Immediately Send
cover letter & res to HR. Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara Co.
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose,
CA 95128 FAX 408 287-8025
Email hr4girlscoutsofscc org
No phone calls. please Auf oc
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SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
you purchase any new or
used HIFI Electronics check
with us for great deals on
name brand gear We carry
over 100 brands of quality
products including tube & solid
state. loudspeakers DJ sound
& classic used equipment
Sounds Unique buys. sells
trades consigns & services
most quality equipment Trade
in your old electronics for new
We rebuild your old loudspeak
pistol new sound Special
pricing tor SJSU students &
faculty Check our websne
WWW soundsunique corn or call
408-287-3002
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Cm BIRTHRIGHT 408241.8444
or 800-550.4900 Eree/Contrdential

STORAGE-Need storage for
the summer? Downtown Self
StOrage4850 S 10th St has
a special student rate of $49.
Call or come by today’ (4081
995-0700 Check us out at
www selfstoragesaniose corn

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto CA branch of
the California CryObank is
Seeking men of all ethnicities
for Our sperm donor programs
If you are currently attending college or hold BA degree
you can earn up to 5900/mo
receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile
couples For more information
or to apply online please visit
www cryobankdonors corn
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Cinco de Mayo comes to San Jose
By Vaishali Kirpekar
Daily Ste Writer

Sunday will be the time when
grandparents can take grandchildren in decorated strollers to be
part of a cheering crowd of thousands gathered in downtown San
Jose to watch the floats and the
cheer the drill teams of the 22nd
Cinco de Mayo parade.
The parade will begin at 10 a.m.
and pass down Santa Clara and
Market streets on its way to Plaza
de Cesar Chavez.
Cinco de Mayo refers to May 5.
the date when the Mexican Army
defeated the French army in the
Battle of Puebla
in 1862.
Mariachis,
dressed in black
outfits
with
decorations on
their pants. and
folk
dancers
plan to entertain
the crowd in an
outdoor festival to be held
at
Guadalupe
River Park.
The celebrations commemorate
this historic victory in an event
called "Cinco de Mayo Parade and
Festival." said Melinda Chacon.
administrative assistant of special events for the American al.
Forum which is sponsoring the
parade.
"Fifty thousand people are
expected to come to see the parade and its historical displays."
Chacon said.
The San Jose chapter of the
American GI. Forum, founded
in 1959, is a nonprofit organization that aims to promote cultural
exchange, provide scholarships to
local ethnic minority students en-

tering college and improve support
services to the American veterans,
Chacon said.
Some of the other sponsors
Safeway.
Albertsons.
include
Telemundo 48 and UPN Bay Area.
Some of the 55 veteran parade participants in this event are
the Precision Drill Ministries,
Folkloric Nacional Mexican,
Flamenco Society of San Jose and
J.W. Fair Middle School Marching
Band.
Elena Robles, a dance anthropologist who is the choreographer
of Folkloric Nacional Mexican,
a group of dancers formed in 1987.
said parades enthuse the audience
and involve them in the celebration

"But the uniqueness of this parade is springtime and large audience," Robles said.
Another veteran parade group.
practicing the trumpets. touba.
flutes and cymbals, is the Precision
Drill Ministeries.
About 50 participants from this
group, dressed in polished military
uniforms embellished with shimmery gold, black, red and white,
will perform the thrills of the drill.
said Kim Hyde. director of business and marketing.
"The team practices for 30
hours per week to be like the
Olympian synchronized swimmers." she said.
Precise synchronized movements are the
teams’ specialty.
Hyde said.
"We are a
band known as
the ’Hay Area
Crowd Pleasers’
that can perform
in diverse settings
ranging
from
mayor’s
balls to Italian
Day or Columbus
Day," said Hyde.
This group travels throughout
the country and has been the 2003
Champion of the Chinese New
Year.
In June, the group will travel
as the invited participants in the
Grand Floral Parade in Portland,
Ore.
"The drill performers love TV
cameras. autographers and the
cheering crowds," she said.
This group was formed in 1999
by D.C. McGlothen, a former
Marine and merchant seaman.
"The unit originated in the
Army and the Navy to mentor
young people to develop leadership and self-respect," she said.
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Making the rank ...

"Fifty thousand people are expected to
come see the parade and its historical
displays."
Melinda Chacon,
administrative assistant
of Mexican pride and heritage.
-About 100 dancers will perform Mexican folk dances, wearing full-length beaded and sequined skirts in patriotic colors of
red, white and green. which will
create rainbow in the sunshine
that day." said Robles, who has
a bachelor’s degree in economics
from Stanford University.
The costumes reflect the culture
of Puebla, a place in Mexico where
the historical battle wok place.
The group has participated in
60 parades related to Mexican
as well as other cultures, including Chinese, African American.
Asian
American.
German
American and Portugcse.

Zarb needier
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A San Jose State University student practices formation with the ROTC on Tower Lawn on Thursday.
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